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STAG OPENS EIGHT NEW ACCOUNTS IN ROI
STAG managing director, Ward Robertson, commented on his last trip
to the Republic of Ireland that he was: “Delighted at adding eight new
members to the ever-growing list of retailers that are joining STAG.

“The quality of the retailers that I have met have been first class 
and their willingness to take advantage of what STAG has to offer is
very apparent.”

Word is certainly spreading, as the number of retailers that have
joined STAG in ROI now stands at 23. Add this to the 25 retailers STAG
has in Northern Ireland and it is obvious that Ireland is becoming an
important territory for the group.

New STAG members:
� O’Neill Bros Sports, Sports & Leisure and Macarthy Sportsworld,

County Cork.
� Cul Sports, County Galway.
� Sports Outlet, County Westmeath.
� Durkins, County Longford.
� Sharkeys Sports, County Louth.
� Portwest, Westport and Galway.

A further six ROI retailers have joined STAG in recent weeks.
“Momentum to join the group is growing rapidly and word of mouth is
ensuring that many retailers are contacting us,” says Ward Robertson.

The retailers that have taken advantage of the extra discounts and
cost savings STAG can offer are Stylewise and MJ Sports, County
Galway; Gleeson Sports, County Limerick; Noonan Bros, County Cork;
Kenny Sports, County Mayo; and Topline of County Donegal.

STAG PLANS AN ALL IRELAND BUYING SHOW
Following its undoubted success in running its UK Buying Show, STAG is
now planning to take this formula to Ireland in 2010.

Ward Robertson explains: “We have a perfect venue booked for the
show, which will take place over two days in October. The reaction from
suppliers and retailers alike has been superb.

“We are opening up the show to all retailers and suppliers that
would like to take part. The STAG All Ireland Buying Show will be the

biggest show in the country. It will be supported by all the major brands
and retailers and will become part of the annual sports and outdoor
trade show calendar in Ireland.”

STAG AGREES NEW TERMS WITH CANTERBURY
OF NEW ZEALAND LTD
STAG has agreed new improved terms for its members with Canterbury
of New Zealand Ltd to supply its much sought after range to the buying
group’s membership.

“Canterbury are a huge brand in the sports independent marketplace
and we are delighted that we are once again able to work closely with
them,” says STAG managing
director, Ricky Chandler.

The new deal was put together
at a meeting at Canterbury’s
headquarters in Stockport. Chris
Stephenson, managing director, and
Matt Davey, sales director, are
pictured with Ward Robertson. 

STAG FORMS AGREEMENT WITH SELLS
Sells goalkeeping products will now be available to STAG retailers, who
can buy into the company’s range of top quality goalkeeping gloves and
accessories at special pre-agreed discounts.

High profile England goalkeepers Robert Green and Ben Foster,
Scotland’s number one Craig Gordon and Glasgow Rangers’ Alan
McGregor all wear Sells.

Says Alistair Bennett of Sells: “W are very pleased to be working
with STAG to promote Sells. STAG retailers who specialise in products for
people who play sport are perfect for our brand, and we are looking
forward to exhibiting at the next STAG Buying Show.”

KTR BECOMES STAG SUPPLIER
KTR, the distributor for KooGa, Hilly, And 1, Ron Hill and JanSport in
Ireland, has reached an agreement to supply STAG members.

Kevin Fox of KTR says: “We are delighted to be part of the STAG
Buying Group. We see the strength and growth of STAG in Ireland as
very important for our portfolio of brands in the future.”

STAG members will receive preferential terms from KTR.

STAG news

RUNNING SPECIALIST’S
TURNOVER UP 17%
The recession isn’t affecting Advance Performance of Peterborough and Cambridge’s sales
figures - the running specialist’s turnover has increased 17 per cent during the past year,
reflected in increases in sales of footwear and technical sports clothing at both stores. 

Turnover from the Cambridge store has increased by over 63 per cent and two
additional members of staff have been taken on to cope with demand. Cambridge store
manager, Barry Jones, who has been with the company for three years, says: “We are going
from strength to strength. It is great to see so many people from the Cambridge area
flocking into the store. Being open on Sundays is very popular, but Saturday remains the
busiest day.”

Across both stores, footwear sales have increased by 18 per cent, clothing by 14.5 per
cent and sales of children’s wear and shoes by a massive 94.5 per cent. In addition, online
sales have gone up over 48 per cent in the past year. 

Managing director, Samantha Hale, says: “I would like to thank all our customers for
their continued support. My thanks also go to our excellent team of 14 staff and colleagues
we work with in the industry and in the running community. 

“Whilst we would always encourage people to be fitted for their new running shoes in-
store to make sure they select the right shoe for their individual running style and shape,
we are delighted that online sales are increasing at such a tremendous rate. We thoroughly
enjoy making running as comfortable as possible for all our customers.”

THE STAG BUYING
SHOW 2009 
IN ASSOCIATION WITH SPORTS INSIGHT
NOVEMBER 22-23
Cotswold Water Park Four Pillars Hotel

ISRA WINTER SHOW  
JANUARY 18-19, 2010
The Heritage Hotel and Golf Resort 

SLIDE 2010 
JANUARY 27-29, 2010
Manchester Central

ISPO WINTER 
FEBRUARY 7-10, 2010 
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

SPORTS SOURCE
EUROPE
FEBRUARY 7-10, 2010 
New Munich Trade Fair Centre
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“How can you report on tennis and not know that?”
Andy Murray, when asked by an American reporter who Fred Perry was

BrandCo Management has
been appointed Official
Licensees of Six Nations Rugby
to design and market a range
of supporter apparel, hats,
scarves and accessories carrying
the RBS 6 Nations’ logo.

The initial two-year deal
will see BrandCo offering an
expanded range of product
for distribution across Europe
and North America to
capitalise on the strong
demand for RBS 6 Nations’
products. All products will
carry prominent ‘Official
Licensed Product’
identification, along with a
newly designed Official
Licensed swing tag.

…npower has renewed its deal with the
England and Wales Cricket Board for a
further two years…British Gas has signed a
personal endorsement deal with Rebecca
Adlington to be the face of its £15million sponsorship of British
swimming…Molten has been appointed as the official ball supplier to British
Universities & Colleges Sport, the national organisation for higher education
sport in the UK. Under the terms of the agreement, Molten will supply BUCS
with a range of balls for six of its sporting programmes, including basketball,
football, futsal, korfball, volleyball and water polo. The Molten balls will be used
as the official match ball at the knockout stages and championship finals of
each of the six sports. The agreement will also offer BUCS members and teams
the opportunity to buy balls and associated sports equipment at discounted
rates…E.On will not extend its sponsorship of the FA Cup - reported to be
worth £32million - after next year’s final…Puma has agreed a three-year
extension to the current kit sponsorship deal it has with Bath Rugby, starting
from the 2010/2011 season…Speedo has extended its long-time partnership
with Michael Phelps through to 2013. Phelps will continue to serve on the
athlete advisory group to the Speedo Aqualab, the company’s research and
development centre…Standard Chartered Bank is to become the main
sponsor of Liverpool FC after agreeing a four-year deal worth £80million with
the Merseyside club…Molten has renewed its sponsorship of the British
Basketball League for a second three-year term. The new deal, which
commences this month, means Molten’s distinctive 12-panel G-Series basketball
will remain as the exclusive and official BBL league and club ball. The balls will be
used in all BBL games, cup games and championship finals, as well as all junior
development programmes, community projects undertaken by BBL clubs and
any other events the BBL is involved in. Funding is also part of the package.
Cash from Molten is to be directly invested by BBL in a scheme to develop
basketball in the clubs’ communities. A further element of the sponsorship
agreement means that all Molten products, including digital scoreboards, will
continue to be available exclusively online via the BBL website at
www.bbl.org.uk…

Sponsorship
News

www.isra.ieHOUSE OF HOOPS BY
FOOT LOCKER MAKES
EUROPEAN DEBUT
Foot Locker and Nike have opened two House of Hoops by Foot Locker
stores in Paris and London. 

The stores are designed to be the ‘ultimate consumer basketball
experience’, featuring both Nike and Brand Jordan under one roof.

“House of Hoops by Foot Locker is a hub for all things basketball and
a new home for anyone who lives and breathes the game,” says Craig
Zanon, VP and global basketball category leader for Nike. “It’s the ultimate
basketball store. House of Hoops by Foot Locker offers a stellar line-up of
performance and basketball inspired footwear, apparel and equipment,
meeting the needs of the everyday player.”

ISRA members reported solid back to school business in August and
good weather during September gave members a welcome boost.

The group launch their new website in October, offering greater
features for members and suppliers. 

October is also a busy show month for members. On October
8th ISRA members meet up with members of Allied Partners for
their joint Q2 Nike show at the Twickenham Rugby grounds, the
following day ISRA members are back in Dublin for their
Adidas/Reebok show.

ISRA members have their ìMid Termî meeting at The Heritage in
Killenard on October 21st. These meetings have become invaluable
to members as they swop ideas and discuss and develop new plans
for the group.

On the morning of that meeting  Under Armour will give ISRA
members a product training session . The brand has continued to
grow among  ISRA group members.

ISRA own brand of product under the ìCoreî label has started
strongly with very good sell through reported back from members.
The product range consists mainly of accessories with strong
branding offering members the type of margin not normally
available to the independent trade.

CT Sports of Coleraine have become the latest retailer to join
the group. Both Colin and Tim have very strong links to the local
sporting community and continue to have very active coaching roles
in the Coleraine Rugby club.

BRANDCO
MANAGEMENT TO
DESIGN AND MARKET
SIX NATIONS RANGE
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ONE IN THREE COMPANIES
LOSS MAKING

MKK EXTENDS SUSSEX
SHARKS KIT CONTRACT

One in three companies in the UK sports and leisurewear industry is making
a loss as the downturn continues to make life difficult. But how many of
these 264 loss-making companies have simply had a bad year and how
many are burying their head in the sand is the subject of a new study.

David Pattison, author of a new report into company performance in
the market, says: “Increasingly, we are seeing companies making a loss for
the first time in their history and I think they can rightly claim they are victims
of difficult trading conditions. A quick refocus on profitability would ensure
this was an isolated occurrence.

“However, market conditions are a flimsy excuse for a band of serial loss
makers that are prevalent in the market.163 companies are making a loss
for the second, even third, year running. These companies are either
blatantly undercutting the rest of the market to enhance or maintain market
share or, more likely, have delayed making the painful decision more prudent
companies have made recently. No one wants to trim costs, lay off staff,
cancel dividend payments and the like, but continuing on regardless is fast
becoming unviable. They can’t bury their heads in the sand any longer.

“I congratulate the management teams that have made the often
difficult and unpopular decisions. They have cut their cloth according to
the market conditions and, as a result, are more stable for it. Those
failing to do so are running out of time and cash. Without a big increase
in demand, they cannot support their pricing strategy for much longer.
Watch out for a number of failures in the coming months among the
companies we have identified.”

The new Plimsoll industry analysis provides an assessment of 650
companies in the market. Sports Insight readers are entitled to a £50 discount.
Call 01642 626400 for further details and quote reference PR/CT70.

The British economy will benefit from a £400million boost that can be
attributed directly to the ‘tennis economy’, while the sport’s growing
popularity could see more than 200,000 people take up tennis in
2009, according to a new report from Barclays.

The Barclays Net Gains report looks at the economic and social
impact on the UK of a unique combination of tennis-related events
this year to mark the inaugural Barclays ATP World Tour Finals, being
staged at The 02 in London on November 22-29.

Tom Cannon, professor of strategic development at the University
of Liverpool, who conducted the research, says that tennis is closing
the gap on golf as the third biggest ‘sport economy’ in the UK, with
football and horse racing leading the pack.

“We estimate that a combination of the ‘Murray Effect’, the new
Barclays ATP World Tour Finals, the redevelopments at Wimbledon,
increased likelihood of success in the Davis Cup and the impact of
players like Nadal and Federer, who transcend the sport, could add
£400 million to the economy - a huge impact, especially given the
current recession,” explains Professor Cannon. “What is happening is
that a sport which usually peaks during a fortnight in the summer and
then is largely forgotten until the following year, now has the chance
to become year-round.”

MKK, the teamwear business run by ex-England fast bowler James Kirtley
(pictured), has won a three-year extension to its kit contract with the high-
flying Sussex Sharks. The news follows the recent announcement that
Middlesex County Cricket Club has also signed an extension with MKK,
further securing their kit supply until 2013.

Kirtley says: “This is great news for Sussex, Middlesex and MKK. As a
current player, I know better than most that wearing great kit is an
essential component of great performance. With my MKK hat on, it is part
of our long-term strategy to extend the reach of the brand into pro sport
and across different sporting disciplines.”

Dave Brooks, chief executive of Sussex County Cricket Club, says: “The
MKK label is becoming increasingly well known and respected due to the
quality of the product and the company’s determination to meet and
exceed the expectations of its clients. It is clearly an advantage to have
someone like James involved, who is better placed than most to appreciate
the needs of the modern sportsman.” 

TENNIS TO BOOST
UK ECONOMY BY

£400M
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

KIT stop
Essential stock for your shop

Hilly launches two new
innovative running socks
In line with the Hilly philosophy of leading the field
with new design and technical innovations, the
company has added two new styles to its already
highly respected range. 

The Mono Skin Trail is a tough, hardwearing,
protective cushioned sock that is ideal for multi-terrain
use. The high wicking, anatomical sock includes ankle
fenders to protect against rocky terrain.

After years of development, the Twin Skin Lite
sock takes double layer technology to another level
and has been described as probably the most
technical double layer sock in the world. The ultra
lightweight sock incorporates a high-tech Aquaduct
Moisture Management system. 
For further information call Hilly on 
0161 366 2735. www.hillyclothing.co.uk.

10 SPORTS INSIGHT
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Stingray
New for the 2009/2010 

collection. Winner of the 100 Euro 
stick test in hockey.nl, a high-quality

national hockey magazine.
A combination of a fibre glass skeleton and

carbon overlays creates a powerful, durable and well
priced mid-range hockey stick, featuring this season’s

exciting new graphics and high quality super-soft grip.
Available in 36.5 and 37.5 and CB1 19mm bend.
Mercian Sports Company: 01483 757677.

Email: sales@mercianhockey.com.
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Ultimate Grip offers you: 
� High quality aluminium-handled hand grippers.
� Six levels of difficulty that will generate multiple sales as

customers move up through the levels of resistance.
� Low minimum order and bulk discounts.
� Attractive profit margins.
� Lifetime warranty.
� Immediate delivery from stock.

Ultimate Grip
These heavy duty hand grips
allow users to improve the
strength of their grip, using
low repetitions instead of
endless ineffective reps.

100 150 200 250 300 350
For more information or your free sample product email
charles@ultimategrip.co.uk or call Charles Rinaldi on 0151 324 1195.
www.ultimategrip.co.uk.
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RIDGE 53 is distributed throughout the Republic of Ireland and the UK by Sportech, 
please call 00353 16293848 or email info@sportech.ie for more information on the RIDGE 53 Range.

THE RIDGE 53 RANGE
If you are going to the gym, playing sport or
just need a top quality bag to cart all you stuff
around, RIDGE 53 provide the prefect
solutions for all of these things.
With hiking rucksacks available in 25L, 35L,
45L, 65L 85L and 100L sizes, leisure bags,

school bags and sports holdalls RIDGE 53
offer you the total solution. With our unique
breathable and waterproof designs that will
catch the consumers’ eye - you need to stock
RIDGE 53 and increase your profit margin
when you most need it.

SPORTECH ARE LOOKING FOR AN
ESTABLISHED UK DISTRIBUTOR TO
DISTRIBUTE RIDGE 53 UK WIDE.

PLEASE CONTACT SPORTECH ON INFO@SPORTECH.IE
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THE COMPY
BOYS OR GIRLS 3 SIZE ADJUSTABLE INLINE SKATE

SPIRITANDSOULOFSKATING 

AVAILABLE IN UK SIZES 12 Jnr - 1; 1.1/2 - 3.1/2; 4 - 7
Exclusive UK Distributor SHINER LTD. email: sales@shiner.co.uk, Tel: 01179556035

www.shiner-inline.co.uk

S.R.P £44.99
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RETAIL INTERVIEW

Why did you decide to set up your
own business in sports retailing?
A very popular sports shop in Brighton
closed down four years ago. That left
only one other dedicated sports shop in
the area. There was a gap in the market
and we decided to fill it. 

How did you finance the business?
I run an electrical contracting firm,
which has been a big help in funding 
the shop’s set up.

Why weren’t you put off 
by the recession?
Recession is a word used by pessimists. 

How long have you been 
running your business? How 
many staff are employed?
We opened for trading in mid-April this
year and our daughter, Tara, who is a
sports massage therapist and personal
trainer, runs the shop on a day-to-day
basis. Mandy and I work in the shop
too, but are more behind the scenes. 

What do you stock? What sort 
of things do you think have 
worked well? 
We stock equipment for most sporting
disciplines, and what we don’t have we
can get. It’s hard to say what’s worked
well, but stocking bowls equipment has
been very well received. Previously,
players had to travel about 15 miles to
the nearest stockist. 

What is the strongest sector of the
market for you at the moment? 
As we opened just before the summer,
cricket, bowls and tennis equipment have
been good business. Now we are
approaching winter, hockey and rugby
equipment are starting to sell well. Our
range of Asics, Head, Saucony, K-Swiss,

Hi-Tec and New Balance footwear has also
proved to be very popular.  

What are your plans for the future?
To expand the business by offering
outstanding customer service and
supplying top quality equipment at
affordable prices. A second retail outlet
in Sussex is a long-term plan.

How has trade been 
since you started?
As with all new businesses, it was fairly
slow to start, but with our marketing
campaign we are seeing increased sales as
our name becomes more widely known.

What’s your area like 
for sports retail?
There is only one other dedicated sports
shop in Brighton. There are a number of
big sports related outlets, but as our focus
is on equipment rather than fashion, our
core businesses are different. We aren’t in
the centre of town, so we don’t get that
much passing trade. It’s rare though for
someone to walk into a shop and buy a
£160 cricket bat. People tend to go to a
sports shop with an idea of what they
want. We intend to be that shop.

How do you think independents
could improve?
Before we set the company up, we
visited most sports shops in Sussex to
see how the competition did things.
Space utilisation seemed to be a very
low priority, and in one shop I had to
turn sideways to walk between rows of
equipment. Whilst dead space is
expensive, the layout of a shop is vital. 

Are there any current or 
future marketing strategies 
you can talk about?
We have a number of strategies we are
working on, but they are under wraps.  

Keith and Mandy Rogers own Keman Sports in
Woodingdean, near Brighton

How do you find out about new
products? Are you a member of
any buying groups?
We are members of STAG, who have
been instrumental in opening doors for
us, and they also continually update us
on new suppliers. We also subscribe to
a number of magazines, which keep us
up to date with current trends.

How do you keep customers
coming back?
Complete customer satisfaction is key.
We offer sound advice within a relaxed
surrounding and a personal service to
every customer. We stay open until
7pm during the week, which allows
customers to browse after work rather
than rush at lunchtime.

What do you believe is the
biggest barrier to doing business?
As a new business, the big-name
brands are very wary of doing
business with us, which to an extent
is understandable. I would have
thought though that from a sales
point of view they would at least
direct us to a wholesaler. 

Do you have an internet arm?
How much business does 
that generate?
The internet is the enemy of any retail
outlet. Having said that, a lot of
customers have said that they prefer
not to buy on the internet as sports
equipment is very ‘touchy feely’. We
don’t make a huge amount of sales
through our website, but it is amazing
how many customers come into the
shop to see something that they have
seen on it. Whilst our stock can be
bought online, we see our website as
more of a 24-hour shop window.

What do you like most and least
about the business?
The best thing is a satisfied customer
who compliments us on our range of
stock and the service. The worst is a
supplier who accepts an order, but
fails to tell us they can’t fulfil it.
Opening a carton to find half of the
order missing has led to a few
interesting telephone conversations.

What have been your biggest
challenges in sports retail?
Selecting the right stock. Even though
we believe we have the right mix,
there is always a customer that wants
a size or colour we don’t have. There
will be other big challenges ahead, but
we believe we will overcome them
with our passion and dedication.

Would you like your shop
featured in Sports Insight? 
Call 01273 748675 or email
jeff@partridgeltd.co.uk.

si
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NOS CONCEPT
Rucanor has been supplying the sports trade since 1956 and is the

largest European supplier of everyday sports products under a single

brand name. In recent years the company has developed packaging &

signage to increase both brand & product-category awareness. This

has been available to Rucanor customers for the last 4 years and has

helped those who have taken advantage of it to create clearly-defined

areas within their store. In the last 12-18 months however, the

company has taken a more scientific approach to developing this

and has now introduced “Concept Selling”.

Concept Selling is not new but has previously been concentrated

mainly on seasonal Apparel within the sports trade. Rucanor’s

wide range of Never out of Stock (NOS) products is predominantly

Equipment and this has been split into 7 categories:

Accessories, Fitness, Protection, Racket Sports, Supports,

Watersports, & General (which includes Apparel & Footwear).

Each of these categories has its own colour-coded packaging

& signage which help in clearly defining different product areas

within the store, which in turn helps consumers to more

easily find the product they are looking for. By examining

turnover figures & sales patterns in every product category,

Rucanor has developed a specific program to ensure that

the best articles are offered as a package which, when

combined with tailored merchandising, creates a visual

impact that leads to a proven increase in sales.

All retailers are striving for a high return on investment

with minimal stock depreciation and Rucanor offers

their customers the possibility of achieving this with

the NOS collection. Mark-ups on NOS articles are

typically 2.5 or more and this type of product doesn’t

go out of fashion so you won’t have to reduce the last

couple of pieces, thereby losing overall margin.

When you couple this with the fact that you only

need to make a stock commitment to the product

actually on display, using Rucanor as your

warehouse, it’s easy to see the attraction of using

this system.

From needle adaptors to weights benches,

Rucanor delivers from stock enabling the

retailer to achieve maximum turnover with

minimum investment.

For further information
please contact the 
UK Sales Office on

0845 2300147 or
uk@rucanor.com.
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Jonathan Hedges, managing director
of Mar-Systems, the UK and Ireland
distributor of Somnio, talks us through
the offering

With so many running shoes
on the market, why did you
decide to become the UK
distributor for Somnio?
Because the shoes are fresh and totally
innovative. The world’s running market has
been crying out for change and Somnio has
delivered something truly unique. Without
new models or major design changes,
buyers have been faced with looking at the
same shoes for the last five years -
notwithstanding a different model number
or colour. Of course, there have been
tweaks and changes, but in the last 20 years
the running shoe industry has not seen a
paradigm shift in shoe design until Somnio.

With no brand identity to follow,
Somnio was able to start from scratch to
create a range of customisable running
shoes with limitless possibilities to tune
fit, function and therefore performance.
By customising support and cushioning
levels Somnio can create a shoe that
appeals to everyone.

What is Somnio’s USP?
Somnio is the first ‘fully’ customisable
running shoe able to provide a genuine
solution to match the unique
biomechanical needs of your customer.
It is amazing to consider that most sports
equipment is customisable to some extent
- mouthguards, ski boots, cycling shoes,
tennis racquets, golf clubs, cycles, etc - so
why should running shoes be any
different? It’s crazy to consider that laces
provide the only adjustability for the
majority of top running shoes. With our
three models you can have 648 variations.

How can the shoes benefit
running specialists?
The very fact that Somnio is a truly
customisable running shoe will increase
the specialist nature of their business.

Somnio running shoes

PRODUCT FOCUS

What’s HOT

2010. We will also be seen at events such as
the London Running and TCR Show.

We have also employed a specialist PR
company to help promote the shoes in the
UK.We are in the process of developing a
Somnio-specific video gait analysis program
that will be available to all the retailers that
stock the product. This again increases the
specialist nature of the store and helps sell the
shoe in-store by increasing the awareness of
the customer.

Who are the shoes aimed at?
Somnio running shoes are aimed at all active
people - from occasional gym goers to
competitive athletes. 

How are you targeting retailers?
Simply, we are looking for running specialists
who are innovative, entrepreneurial and
focused. They must be keen to invest time in
Somnio’s training programmes, and above all
be a part of the Somnio family.

For more information call 01344 623883 
or visit www.somniorunning.com.

si

Specialists will benefit from the fact that
Somnio can only be sold into running
stores; it is not hard to figure out that a
customisable running shoe will not work in
large multiples/outlet stores where
customers are left alone to self-select.

The same can be said for the internet -
due to Somnio’s fitting process, online
retailing is impossible, so this protects the
specialist from internet sites that sell solely
on price. 

Specialists who join the Somnio family
will have access to the Somnio training
academy, giving them a thorough
understanding of the shoes and equipping
staff with all relevant information they
need to sell effectively. Our training
academy will go a long way towards ‘up-
skilling’ your staff in terms of human
anatomy and physiology, biomechanics
and sports injuries - increasing the
specialist nature of your store and edging
them ahead of the competition.

What new models have 
you got planned?
Somnio has taken a very responsible view
to future product changes and development.
Our current models (AW09) carry through
until the end of SS10 without a colour
change, providing protection for the
retailer, as they will have a longer period in
which to sell the shoes. Colours/models
won’t go out of date every six months, thus
maintaining full margin.

Three new models are available from
January, including a lighter more
responsive neutral shoe (Pacemaker), a
premium moderate support shoe (Self
Control) and a trail shoe (Westridge).

How are the shoes marketed?
There are various articles coming out in
the major running and triathlon
publications and websites
between now and January,
with a series of adverts
and advertorials featuring
competitions running
throughout the rest of
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When did you get into the
sports trade and why?  
It began nearly five years back, when
my husband was banished to the
front porch in the rain while
changing some studs from our kids’
muddy boots. In the end, it seemed
much easier to agree to find a way to
keep studs pristine than to fuss about
with boot maintenance in the rain.  

That’s when we put our heads
together to come up with a way to
protect the boots/cleats of not just
youth sports participants, but those of
athletes of all ages and sports.
Assembling the best team to do so
took a bit of time, as did the design
and perfection of the product.
However, we’re here now and quite
happy to have arrived.

Who has been the biggest
influence on your career?
Aside from family, an immeasurable
influence was one of our original team
members, the late Erik Purdom. Wildly
talented and creative, with a riotous
laugh which rocked a room, Erik
brought such commitment, enthusiasm
and joy to problem solving. Challenge
was an opportunity to show mettle, and
each day was an opportunity for
discovery or service. Though as driven
as the rest, if not more so, he stressed
balance with family, friends, nature, etc
and took full advantage of every
moment. He left us too soon, but the
tenor of his work - the example of
passion, commitment, innovation,
service and balance - helped build the
way we do business.

What other brands do you
admire and why?  
First to mind is Apple’s innovation and
Zappos’ service. Also, Tom’s for service
of a larger kind, Ferrero for continuing
to provide such consistent instant
gratification,  Johnson and Johnson,
UPS and FedEx for dependability,
Virgin for pioneering and retaining the
injection of ‘attitude’ into the business
model, Toyota for production efficiency,
BMW for precision, and Google for a
zillion of reasons. 

Can you tell us about Cleatskins?
Launched in 2008, Cleatskins are a
revolutionary accessory designed to slip
over cleated/studded boots and quickly
and conveniently take athletes to the pitch,
field or course. Crafted of SKINTEK
rubber, Cleatskins provide a secure and
seamless fit for any athletic shoe.

Our team is comprised of athletic
footwear experts with decades of design
and senior executive experience, most
with past personal experience using
cleated/studded footwear. We’re
passionate about the product and excited
to pioneer the category with a line of
product assisting athletes in such a vast
array of sports.

Cleatskins Golf was introduced in
January 2009, and is already developing
a strong US following. In addition to
several PGA Tour champions and a
legion of caddies, the convenience of
Cleatskins Golf is quickly catching on
with head pros and green grass shops
across the nation. Edwin Watts, one of
the country’s largest and most respected
golf speciality chains, joined the
nationwide rollout this week.

Both Cleatskins Premier -
specifically designed for football and
rugby - and Cleatskins Pro - for
baseball, softball, field hockey,
American football, etc - recently
launched in August 2009. We’re thrilled
to have already signed the first of a half-
dozen Premier League licensing deals
planned to be inked this debut year. In
the US market, several professional
American football teams have already
requested product, as have a number of
large universities. 

We have also answered requests from
athletes in track and field, cycling and
basketball with the development of
product addressing their needs. All are
slated for release prior to the first of next
year. Needless to say, we are
immeasurably pleased with our success
thus far, and looking forward to the future.

And the product’s features 
and benefits?
Cleatskins support athletes of many
sports. They are rubber skins that slip over
boots, offering the ability to move quickly

Marianne Kay, CEO
of Cleatskins

Shakers
Movers &

PEOPLE

to and from the pitch or greens without
a change of shoes. Equally important,
boot studs are protected against wear
and athletes are afforded valuable
traction and safety against slips and
falls. Additionally, Cleatskins offer a
barrier between the muck of the field
on boot bottoms and the carpets and
flooring one traverses. 
Cleatskins are made of SKINTEK
rubber, providing a secure protective
fit, seamlessly blending into the design
of any type of boot or athletic footwear.

Athletes save time, maintain the
efficiency of their boots and gain
traction and safety on solid surfaces.
In addition, I’d be remiss if I didn’t
mention that facilities managers and
the interior flooring of cars, homes
and buildings also benefit from
Cleatskins as well.

Cleatskins has enjoyed success
in America. How do you plan to
drive sales in Europe?
We are working with UK-based
sports marketing specialists, Pure
Sports Marketing, to assist us with
our brand coverage in Europe and
help our penetration of the European
market. They have already helped us
generate a great level of exposure for
Cleatskins and are working with us
on securing licensing deals with
some of Europe’s leading football
clubs to help expedite our acceptance
and growth in Europe. 

We are working hard to secure
the right distributors and retail
partners, so would urge
any interested parties
to get in contact.
Once we have
these in
place, we
will then be
able to
quickly and
effectively roll
out the business
model that has
proved so
successful in the US.

www.cleatskins.com
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FSPA MEMBER NEWS

20 SPORTS INSIGHT

FSPA focus
The latest news from the Federation
of Sports and Play Associations

member states to have the anti-
dumping duties terminated. A
decision has to be reached before 
the end of 2009.
� Proposal for future EC Regulation
of Distribution - Selective Distribution
The European Commission is
currently calling for comments on its
proposal for a revised Vertical
Restraints Block Exemption
Regulation, or as many refer to it,
selective distribution. The current
Block Exemption Regulation is due to
expire in May 2010.

The commission’s proposal (if
adopted) will, among other things,
give suppliers and retailers greater
clarity on the restrictions that may
be placed on sales over the internet
(but less freedom to do so); give
suppliers more scope to engage in

resale price maintenance in certain
circumstances; and give retailers and
suppliers some guidance on the
assessment of certain common retail
practices such as slotting allowances,
listing fees and category
management. The FSPA is working
with member companies and FESI
on a response.
� EU Waste Framework 
Directive - UK.
The UK government, through
DEFRA, has issued a consultation
paper on the above directive -
responses have to be with DEFRA in
early October 2009. The FSPA is
currently identifying issues in the
consultation document that may
impact on the sports industry and
will in due course be working with
members on a response.

As the UK’s national trade body, the
FSPA undertakes a wide range of
regular lobbying activity on behalf
of members on issues affecting
companies across its 17 trade
associations. The following outlines
recent activity:
� Anti-Dumping Duties on 
footwear with leather uppers from
China and Vietnam.
FSPA members met with UK
government on September 21, 2008
in relation to the EU Commission
concerning the extension/termination
of the anti-dumping measures on
footwear with leather uppers from
China and Vietnam. Member states
are still waiting on a proposal from
the EU Commission, but the next
two-three months are going to be a
very critical time for lobbying

Golf Europe is
Europe’s largest golf
trade exhibition, with
over 280 exhibitors
attracting in excess of
5,000 trade visitors
from more than 50
countries each year. 

For the 13th year
in succession, the
BGIA - the official
golf trade association
operating under the
umbrella of the FSPA
- organised a UK
exhibiting group and

supported seven companies (members and non-members
of the BGIA) throughout the show. The BGIA also
worked closely with UK Trade and Investment to help
12 companies gain TAP grants of £1,000 to assist with
stand costs for the show.

The BGIA launched its new study into the
European golf apparel and footwear markets at a Golf
Europe seminar on September 28. Research for the
report was carried out in a total of 33 countries and is
delivered in three volumes: Southern Europe, the
eagerly anticipated Central & Eastern Europe
(including Africa) and Northern Europe.

Using a combination of primary research and
interviews with leading market players, the BGIA has
studied the market for footwear and a variety of soft
goods, from technical golf apparel to golf-inspired
clothing, throughout all product groups, from rainwear

to socks. The main purpose of the research is to
provide a detailed and up-to-date picture of the market
situation and trends in all the various segments of the
golf footwear and apparel markets, and of the
opportunities available for market penetration and new
development strategies in these countries. Particular
attention has been paid to the chain of distribution at
the wholesale and retail stages in each country, ways of
entering the market and optimising brand penetration.

The reports include profiles and listings of golf
apparel and footwear brands, as well as distributors and
retailers of all kinds of golf products. Case studies of
successful market entry and market development by
operators already in the marketplace are also provided.
General information is also given on the socio/economic
environment in each country, golf participation,
provision of golf facilities and proposed developments
and trends in golf tourism.

The research project is supported by the British
Chambers of Commerce Export Marketing Research
Scheme and has been carried out by EDM Publications
on behalf of the BGIA. If you would like more
information about
this research, 
or would like 
to know more 
about the 
BGIA and 
how its members
benefit from being
a part of the
association, visit
ww.bgia.org.uk.

BRITISH GOLF INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION ATTENDS GOLF EUROPE 2009
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To Receive your copy of our new 2009/10 season 
Official Football Merchandise Brochure

Please Telephone or Fax 0161 748 8799 or 
Email cds.leisure@btopenworld.com. 
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BUYING HABITS

How do you make customers try -
and buy - something new? It’s not
easy - humans, especially men, are
creatures of habit, finding comfort
in what is familiar. 

In fact, 69 per cent of retail
shoppers interviewed by pollster
BrandSpark International admitted
that they bought the same products
on a regular basis ‘because it was
less hassle’.

Men are the most difficult to
persuade when it comes to trying
something new, says consultant Kurt
Barnard of Barnard’s Retail Trend

Report. He says: “Studies show that
they support the same sports teams,
whether or not they have won
anything in the past 20 years, listen
to the same music they enjoyed 15
years ago and 75 per cent of men
buy their clothes at the same retailer
they did five years ago.”

So what chance has a retailer got
of changing the habits of a lifetime?
Quite a lot, it seems - consultants
believe that the recession is actually
causing something of a sea change in
the buying habits of even the most
predictable punter. According to the

latest studies, during the last year of
the credit crunch, 46 per cent of UK
customers are now prepared to try
something new - if the price is
attractive or if they’ve seen it
advertised on TV.

In fact, over 70 per cent of
customers in the BrandSpark survey
admitted that they could be
influenced by an unfamiliar product
if it had been featured on a TV
advert. If you’re trying to attract
customers to new products by
advertising in newspapers or
magazines, you can expect about 50

Are male customers creatures of habit, as opposed to female shoppers? How
can they be persuaded to buy new products? Tony James has the answers

ABOVE: Men are more
likely to stick with what
they know, instead of
buying something new BRAND NEW
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per cent to show some interest.
Roadside billboards attract less than
30 per cent. 

Through the shop door
But surveys have confirmed that
when they actually come through the
shop door, the chances of a customer
buying something he or she hasn’t
bought before are often governed by
the answers to these questions:
� Will they be attracted to 

your store?      
� Where are the goods situated?
� Do they boost a customer’s 

self-image?
� Are they easy to buy?

According to retail strategy guru
Paco Underhill, potential customers
unfamiliar with your store need to see
your window display from at least 25
feet away, and most people take at
least 15 feet to slow down enough to
take in what you have on offer.

Underhill says: “Never open a
shop next to a bank. Potential
shoppers speed up when they walk
past a bank - there’s nothing to look
at - and by the time they’ve slowed
down they will have walked right
past your business.”

What he calls the ‘downshift
factor’ also means that once potential
customers get into your shop, it’s
going to take them 10 or 15 paces to
adjust to the light, refocus and gear
down to shopping speed. 

So don’t expect to notch up extra
sales in the area just inside the shop
door, which experts have dubbed
‘the decompression zone’. As a rule
of thumb, customer interaction with
any product in the decompression
zone will increase by at least 30 per
cent once it’s moved to the back
edge of the zone, and even more if
it’s placed to the right.

Sales have been found to
automatically increase when goods
are placed at eye level. And the first
two or three metres up a shopping
aisle are ‘dead space’ so far as
impulse buying is concerned, and
should be used for routine essentials.
And did you know that a
fundamental rule of how humans
shop is that on entering a store a
shopper invariably turns to the right?
When a sports store put in ‘hot spots’
- areas through which customers
have to pass on their way to other
departments - sales of goods
displayed on the right-hand side
increased by 500 per cent.

Boosting self-image is the reason

behind at least 50 per cent of
customers trying something new,
according to research at the
University of Sussex School of
Social Sciences. Dr Helga Dittmar,
leading the research, says: “We found
that consumer goods are playing an
increasingly stronger psychological
role in people’s lives because they
often become material symbols of
who the person would like to be.”    

Studies have come to two 
main conclusions:
� Clothes, jewellery and the latest

sports clothing and equipment are
closely linked to self-image and
appearance and most likely to
attract a reluctant buyer. 

� ‘Low impulse’ goods, including
bodycare products and routine
sports gear such as standard
tracksuits and trainers, are usually
picked because they are practical,
useful and good value for money.
Punters usually go for the brands
they have bought before. 

The University of Sussex studies
show that someone trying something
new is two and a half times more
likely to be a woman than a man.
Men prefer to compensate for self-
image problems by taking up
demanding sports or going to the pub.

But according to Paco
Underhill’s research, the longer a
man stays in a shop the more likely
he is to buy something that is not a
routine purchase. Studies show that a
man will come out with something
new after around nine minutes of
examining the merchandise and a
woman will stay four minutes
longer. And if a man is going to
venture into an unfamiliar store, it’s
more likely to be one decorated with
metal and dark wood, which has
louder music and goods displayed so
clearly that he doesn’t have to ask
anyone where things are.

Strangely, price rarely triggers a
sale of something a customer hasn’t
tried before. “The more exclusive
something seems, the more likely it
is to be snapped up,” says Kurt
Barnard. He cites the case of a range
of exclusive swimwear that sold well
at full price, but stayed on the rails
when prices were reduced to clear.

Online
But consultants say that creatures of
habit are most likely to throw caution
to the wind on the internet.
“Consumers on the web are roaming
all over the place with their minds and
wallets open,” is how Ruth Stevens of
eMarketing Strategy puts it. “They are
ready and willing to be influenced. All
they usually need is a little nudge.”

When it comes to encouraging
web customers to try something new,
you’ve got plenty of strategies to
choose from - but first you need to
be sure that your site is geared to
fast, convenient sales.

“Do everything you can to get
out of the way of the purchase,” Ruth
Stevens advises. “Make sure your
site has smooth navigation. Reduce
the number of clicks required to get
to the purchase. Streamline the order
page and try to eliminate scrolling.
Impulse buyers soon give up if
ordering gets tedious.”

In addition to designing a website
to encourage new custom, why not try
email marketing - sending emails to
previous customers promoting specific
products, adding special promotions
for customers who order immediately?

Kurt Barnard says: “It’s worth
pointing out that trying new products
and being more adventurous is quite
acceptable and it’s not irresponsible of
retailers to encourage it, except in cases
where the customer obviously can’t
afford the goods and would be put
dangerously in debt by buying them.”

23
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inside the shop door
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FEMALE SECTOR

They say that many a true word is
said in jest, so how apt is the line
(said by a woman) that: “When
women are depressed they either
eat or go shopping. Men invade
another country”? Given world
events in recent years and the
current economic climate, it’s a
remark that has a certain
resonance. What’s more, you have
to consider that if restaurants are
apparently not doing so well there’s
more opportunity on the retail front.  

In 2008 government statistics
(national survey for culture, leisure
and sport) showed that women are
more likely to shop in their free time
than men, with three-quarters doing
so compared with just over half of
men (53 per cent). So in these tough
times it would seem that women will
be hitting the high streets with a
vengeance for inspiration.

Remiss
So what exactly is getting women
thinking sport when it comes to all

that shopping? In truth, the industry
has been as remiss as any other
sector when it comes down to it.
‘Make it in pink and just add a
flower or two’ is something that
many brands still consider the right
approach, confusing the attraction of
things  ‘girlie’ with just ‘making it
pretty’. Get it right and something is
cute and therefore cool, get it wrong
and it’s something that should be
relegated to a brown paper bag and
shamefully stashed away with other
‘feminine products’.  

While many brands have
rethought their attitude towards
women in sport and any associated
product developments, there is still a
tendency for the sports industry as a
whole to pay the subject little more
than lip service.

It’s something that the
government has now put firmly
under the spotlight, with 2012
looming ever nearer and a shameful
investment thus far in women’s
sponsorship and development of

opportunities to encourage more
female participants in time to spot
potential stars. Funding now is all
about a fair and even playing field
and the media too are being called to
account for their part in
discriminating. Consider that there
are no paid women professionals in
team sports, only one in five on the
boards of our sporting governing
bodies is a woman and that only two
per cent of sports media coverage
features women’s elite sport and you
get an idea of whether or not it’s a
level playing field out there.

In 2008 Andy Burnham MP, the
then Secretary of State for Culture,
Media and Sport, launched The
Commission on the Future of
Women’s Sport. It was an idea
created by the Women’s Sport and
Fitness Foundation that was intended
to unlock the exceptional potential of
women’s sport - and it uncovered
many shocking statistics.

While there is no denying that
many brands such as Nike have a

When it comes to sport, does anyone deliver for
the female customer? Lauren Fox investigates

ABOVE: Sport Sister
founders Louise Hudson
and Danielle Sellwood
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real appreciation of the culture
involved and support sportswomen
well, particularly through consumer
participation initiatives, many of the
problems it is believed stem from the
fact that women need sporting role
models. Unfortunately, to the media
that means WAG status and the latest
Victoria Beckham fashion statement;
and remember, she wasn’t actually
the sporty one in the days of girl
power. Despite achievement at
international level by many great
sportswomen, they still struggle to
gain ongoing sponsorship, or are
featured for their personalities rather
than their prowess.

Sport Sister
One recently launched publication
attracting a growing female fan base
as a result of its empathy with the
market is Sport Sister, created by
Danielle Sellwood and Louise
Hudson. Their ability to highlight
technical and sporting information
and desirable product in a non-
patronising way is clearly what the
female consumer has been waiting
for. Sellwood is known to many in
the industry as former active sports
editor at wgsn.com and was a senior
designer for many high profile
sports brands. But she is also a keen
sports woman and former
international canoeist, so has an
inherent ability to identify exactly
what a woman wants to buy in terms
of fit, functionality and fashion. 

Sellwood agrees that much of the
current sporting promotion is aimed
at preaching to the converted, rather
than encouraging women to take up
sport - something that she feels has an
impact at retail level. “Performance
products can be seen as too expensive
for the casual or entry-level
participant,” she says. “Women look
for good value and, of course, image
is everything.” This is something that
many fashion retailers have
capitalised on, taking their lifestyle
ranges and adding a more sporty twist
to entice customers away from the
sports specialist. Add to this the fact
that they merchandise well and their
fitting rooms are well designed (right
down to those flattering mirrors) and
you can see why they have such a
strong emotional connection with
female customers.

Sports retail specialist Sweaty
Betty has rather brilliantly bridged
the gap in the market by creating a
sporty environment with the right
amount of functional and fashionable

brand names. There is a desirability
factor to everything it offers. In fact,
what Sweaty Betty terms the ‘Green
Eyed Monster Test’ is an important
part of product selection - in the
same way that boys love toys with
maximum bells and whistles, no
woman wants to buy something that
doesn’t enhance their look and send
their fitness friends into an envy
frenzy. Whether online or in-store,
women are definitely not made to
feel like the runners-up in the Sweaty
Betty customer service approach.

With figures showing that few
women are now actively
participating in sport for fitness
(though they are certainly buying the
DVDs), it’s possible they no longer
care about the service they receive
from the sports industry. When
working out in your own home, old
joggers are all you need. However,
fitness salvation in the form of the
Nintendo Wii Fit has a certain style
factor attached to its use - celebrity
endorsement encourages the right
look (possibly even the right home
décor to match). 

Best friend
Ellie Gray is an online ‘best friend’
to the woman who wants to go for
sporty style without fear of being
patronised and with a great deal of
peace of mind. Not only does the
company offer its own well-priced
stylish pieces, but some well-selected
female friendly brand names too.
What’s more, Ellie Gray offers sizes
that go up to a 20 and are
reassuringly shown photographed
on what is now termed ‘real
women’,  highlighting how a
brand should shape up to
women’s needs.
Interestingly, a stock
check of Ellie Gray online
reveals that sizes 12 and 14 are
invariably sold out, while the so-
called ‘desirable’ sizes 8 and 10 are
in stock - surely a more accurate
reflection of the size of the market? 

There are a wealth of brands
emerging that offer women realistic
and desirable sports products in a
way that makes them feel good
about themselves before they even
start aiming to feel better by
participating in sport. The high
street fashion chains caught onto it a
while ago, but now the internet and
social networking have provided a
new confidence and created a
‘woman power’ approach that is all
about wanting to have flattering

product without having to
compromise on function. 

The sports retailer who fails to
get in touch with their feminine side
is missing out - because it’s Miss, Ms
or Mrs that has the purchasing
power. Not just for the latest sports
bra, either.  

Whether it’s Swimshapes or
technical maternity swimwear by
Zoggs, or beautiful  bicycle kit by
Cyclodelic, women are indeed
gearing up and are doing so with
those who understand that image is
everything and looking good is 
about feeling good. That’s with 
the right brands, the right sizes 
and the right attitude to customer
service - the only thing that should
truly be called ‘plus size’ is the 
retail market potential. 
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STOCK CONTROL

Chris Barling, CEO of ecommerce
specialist Actinic, says: “Overstocking
of slow-moving goods is a classic
problem. Demand for particular
products doesn’t just depend on the
product, it may vary by team results,
weather, which colour is in fashion
and many other factors. It’s good to try
and track demand, both by individual
item and by category, where you will
have more data to spot trends. 

“If Manchester City shirts are on
the up, Carlos Tevez shirts may sell
well, even though there isn’t any
history of sales. After all, Tevez only
joined in the summer. Also, spend
time researching. A lot of larger retail
stores have limited runs of exclusive

products. Once these products have
sold out, a similar item is normally
made available to everyone else. So
arm yourself with as much
intelligence as possible.”

Making radical changes to your
stock range should be approached
carefully. Your local market will
guide you to those lines that no
longer warrant the shelf space they
occupy. The stock tracking that
should be at the foundation of your
purchasing decisions will give you an
instant overview of those lines that
you can dispose of altogether, can
reduce your stock holding of, and the
lines you can expand to meet the
changing needs of your market.

Lynn Evison, a senior manager
with Kurt Salmon Associates, a

global consultancy
specialising in

With cost savings still high on the agenda for retailers, Dave
Howell asks if better stock control can boost profitability

LEAN AND
LUCRATIVE

BELOW: Overstocking
can significantly drain a
retailer’s cash reserves

How many stock lines does your
store hold at any one time? With
customer demand governing the
merchandise that your store must
have on its shelves, can you reduce
your stock lines to improve margin,
yet maintain the diversity your store
needs to remain competitive? It’s a
question that many retailers are
asking themselves as they look for
areas within their businesses that
can be rationalised.

Overstocking can put a major
drain on margins and divert much-
needed cash reserves that, if released,
could be put to good use in other
areas of your business. 
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retail and consumer goods, says:
“Understanding current performance
trends can indicate potential key
volume lines. It is important the
assortment comprises a blend of key
lines, core ranges and fashion, with
the stock holding managed
accordingly to maximise sales and
minimise markdowns. Effective in-
season stock management will enable
the retailer to monitor stock-to-sales
ratios and react accordingly.”

One question that often gets
overlooked by retailers is what their
proposition actually is in the market.
Are you a large store that caters for a
diverse range of sports and buyers, or
is your store more focused on a
narrow range of sports with a
correspondingly concentrated stock
offering? The answer to this question
is a major component of your stock
rationalisation process.

“The importance of the range
that you stock depends on the
proposition that you offer to
customers,” explains Chris Barling.
“A smaller stock range means more
operational and financial efficiency,
but a higher proportion of buyers will
be disappointed when they visit you.
If your whole selling point is that
you are a big store offering a large
range, this may have a
disproportionately negative impact.”

Lynn Evison advocates a reduced
stock range: “Adopting a structured
assortment offer is key to successful
retailing. There is a common myth
that more products equal more sales,
when in reality an over-assorted range
can decrease sales. Streamlining the
assortment can drive sales, assuming
the offer is tailored to satisfy
customer demand and stock is
managed accordingly to support the
sales. Most retailers carry 20 per cent
more stock than they need.” 

Julia Nolan, marketing manager
for Shock Absorber UK, says: “My
advice is to look at emerging sports,
especially triathlon, which is
experiencing a huge growth. With the
run-up to 2012 and support from
organisations such as the Women’s
Sports and Fitness Foundation, we at
Shock Absorber have seen more
women participating in sport than
ever before. This is going to continue
to be an area of growth, so would
recommend researching and stocking
lines that cater for women’s sports.” 

With the availability of
merchandise tracking systems, even the
smallest retailers can identify slow-
moving stock items. The key is to use

the data that you already have about
your sales environment. Add to this
your knowledge of local and national
sales trends and some well-researched
forecasting to give you a model to use
when planning any stock re-evaluation. 

Says Chris Barling: “Being able to
rapidly examine stock trends by many
different methods - style, size, colour -
over a variety of different time periods
is a great way of forecasting demand.
This is really only possible with the
right technology.”

Lynn Evison adds: “Financial
planning and effective in-season
management systems can
significantly help a retailer manage
their stock position throughout their
business. There are many best-of-
breed systems available. However,
for new emerging retailers, or those
without clear, effective stock
management processes, simple
Excel-based tools can be used.”

Leverage
Don’t underestimate the leverage that
an integrated stock system can bring
to your business. However, it is a
mistake to believe that technology is
a panacea. Evison warns: “The
benefits of computer assisted tools
are that they help drive consistent
processes throughout the business
and deliver common management
information to support decision
making and effective management.

“Weekly stock management is
much easier with a decision support
tool - and it must always be
remembered that such tools will not
give the answers. They provide data
for the merchandisers to interpret and
make decisions accordingly.
Therefore, accurate stock data is key
to maximising return on investment
from any IT solution.”

Effective stock control also relies
on you being aware of your
customers’ demands, as well as
what’s going on in the wider sports
market. Julia Nolan says: “I think that
the greatest opportunity that
technology has brought to the retailer
is insight. Look for forums, blogs and
websites that target your core
audience and you will be able to view
their comments on existing products
and what they feel is missing from
the market. This is why we began
developing our integrated sports bra
and swimwear range at Shock
Absorber, as we identified a huge gap
in the market by listening to our
consumers through this medium.”
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ABOVE: There is a
common myth that
more products equal
more sales
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When faced with the decision to
drop existing stock lines and adopt
news ones, the criteria you use to
make the decision is important to get
right. You will already know which of
your core stock lines sell through on
an annual basis. You can also, as we
have seen, look closely at market
trends and the sports sector as a whole
to guide your restocking activities.

Says Julia Nolan: “I would
recommend that storeowners select
the lines from brands that have a
strong marketing package behind it.
Ask the sales representative about
how the product will be marketed
and consider whether their plan will
reach your audience. 

“It is always wise to ask your
sales representative for their advice on
key lines and bestsellers. We often see
small independent stores that do not
have the ‘brand bestsellers’ stocked. If
something is selling well across the
board, it is likely that it will also sell
well in your store, so it makes sense
to benefit from other’s experience.
Finally, pick stock lines that have a
clear product benefit or unique selling
point. This will make it easy for a
consumer to select it in-store.”

Consumers in the sports sector
are spoilt for choice on the high street
and online. As a retailer, it can be
difficult to reduce your merchandise
offering in the face of this demand,
but as Jon Clay, a business consultant
at software company Prologic,
advises, if you reduce your stock
holding it will be directly reflected on
your balance sheet. 

He explains: “There is usually
plenty of potential to reduce a
product’s store stock levels from the
initial high levels that were designed
to create a strong display and
accommodate high initial demand. It
may feel wrong to leave stock in the
warehouse rather than on display to
customers, but that strategy can result
in up to an extra five per cent of
turnover landing on the bottom line.”
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THE NEXT CHAPTER  
OF CRICKET’S ICONIC  
BAT IS ABOUT TO UNFOLD...

V I C T O R I O U S S I N C E 1 8 8 1

Hand selected performance English 
willow traditionally crafted and pressed 
to deliver optimum performance.
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IN SEASON CRICKET

Twenty20 cricket didn’t start out as
a rival to Test cricket - it was
designed to run alongside it.
Introduced into the UK in 2003 to
liven up the game and attract
younger players, two teams bat for
a maximum of 20 overs in a match
that lasts for around three hours.
Far more palatable than a one-day
50-over game or a five-day Test,
games are often played at twilight
to appeal to spectators. 

But since its inception, Twenty20
cricket has spread around the world,
where it has had a massive impact.
Such is its popularity that a new report
published by International Marketing
Reports suggests that unless swift

action is taken, it threatens to chase
Test cricket into the grave. 

TV money
According to the report, the biggest
television rights deals, worth more
than $1billion each, are now for
Twenty20 series formats such as the
Indian Premier League, the
Champions League Tournament and
the International Cricket Council
events, which includes the ICC
World Twenty20.

While that amount of money is
good news for cricket, there is a
major downside. The fixture list is
becoming evermore crowded and top
players are putting the lucrative

Twenty20 matches first.
The report goes onto say that in

India and the West Indies interest in
Test cricket is falling dramatically
among both fans and players. If two
of the big five Test nations no longer
take the format seriously, and the
best Australian, English and South
African players consider the IPL a
priority, then Test cricket is in real
danger of being marginalised.

Whether you believe this to be a
problem or not depends on your point
of view. “Cricket is flying at the
moment,” says Marcus Codrington
Fernandez from Mongoose Cricket.
“It’s the second biggest team sport in
the world. It’s set to grow even faster
with its potential introduction as an
Olympic sport in 2020. Think the
Ashes are big now? Wait until you
see the China vs India Twenty20
series in 2021.”

Codrington Fernandez believes that
Twenty20 has been the critical
ingredient in the rise of cricket. “It
makes cricket accessible for players and
spectators,” he says. “In the T20 league
I play in, the match starts at 6.30 and is
over in about two hours. We’re in the
pub by 8.45 having had an intense and
fast-moving match.”

Test cricket may be the purest form of the game, but a new
survey suggests it might not be able to survive the surge in

popularity of Twenty20. Louise Ramsay investigates

Gunning for the top
Gunn & Moore has reported a
resoundingly successful 2009 season
for its DXM series of bats. Since May,
the company has seen a 47 per cent
year-on-year increase in orders for
English willow bats, suggesting that
the Hero DXM and Icon DXM have
proved to be the pick of the crop for
players this year.

This success has paved the way

for the addition of four new DXM
models in 2010.

Gunn & Moore attributes its
success to the fact that the company’s
own craftsmen manufacture its bats in
its factory in Nottingham, which Gunn
& Moore believes gives it a control
over the quality of its products that
would not be achievable if they were
produced more cheaply abroad.
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He also believes that Twenty20 is
transforming the attitude of junior
players. “Young cricketers brought
up in the Boycott/Tavare/Gavaskar
era were taught to defend and
accumulate,” he says. “Players today
are being schooled in offence. When
they get out into the middle they
want to do some damage.”

Twenty20 cricket clearly offers
them the opportunity to do that, but
is there any way that Test cricket can
regain its footing on the cricket
ladder and run alongside Twenty20
as originally intended? 

“Test cricket has to really think
about how it markets itself if it isn’t
going to disappear,” says Codrington
Fernandez. To this end, the MCC
World Cricket Committee has put
forward recommendations including
a World Test Championship, a trial of
day/night Test cricket and highly
visible pink balls in a bid to make the
longer format more appealing.

Demand
Whether these recommendations
have the desired effect has yet to be
seen, but Stuart Waterton, brand
manager at Kookaburra, is positive
the demand for Test cricket is there.
“In the UK we consistently sell out
Test matches. It’s the purest form of
the game,” he says. “The Ashes will
always be the greatest contest in
cricket. No number of one-day
internationals or Twenty20
internationals will change that.”

Nick Wilton, Gray-Nicolls’ brand
manager, agrees that Test cricket is
still hugely popular. He also believes
that the way cricket is organised is
key to Test cricket’s success. “I think
the problem in the past has been that
Test matches ran at the same time as
T20 matches,” he says. “Organisers
and players need to get together and
agree a programme of matches that
don’t conflict.”

Both Wilton and Waterton accept
the benefits Twenty20 cricket has
brought to the game, but don’t believe
it’s the only reason cricket is doing
well. “The euphoria which surrounded
England’s 2005 Ashes triumph had a
massive effect,” says Waterton. “Their
recent victory will repeat that. Lots
more younger players will become
interested in the game.”

Wilton agrees that Test cricket has
done a lot to interest younger players.
“Test cricket organisations have gone
into schools and involved children.
They’ve worked really hard,” he says.  

Whether Twenty20 or Test cricket
is the reason for the rise in cricket’s
popularity generally doesn’t make
any difference in terms of the kit.
“The formats may be very different,
but the fundamentals of the game are
the same,’ says Waterton. “Players
have been demanding lighter, more
ergonomically designed performance
products for many years. It isn’t
down to the rise of Twenty20.” 

Wilton confirms that cricket’s
raised profile has led to increased
sales for retailers. “There was a dip
when the credit crunch hit,” he says.
“But sales are up, particularly
because we’ve had a good summer.
People have played a lot.” 

With sales set to continue to rise
into 2010, how should retailers take
advantage of this?

“This is always a difficult
question,” says Waterton. “The cricket
consumer is so well informed. But
like anything, to be successful you
must know your market.” He also
thinks that cricket retail is moving
increasingly towards specialist outlets.
“If a retailer wants to move his or her
business forward in cricket, it is
essential to develop a ‘specialist’

reputation,” says
Waterton. “Product
knowledge goes hand in
hand with this and most
brands have trained sales
staff to help develop this.” 

Ultimately, Waterton
believes that cricket currently has
such a high profile retailers are in a
brilliant position to capitalise on it.
“The ECB have arguably the most
proactive development programme in
the world,” he says. “There are more
junior players than ever before eager
to buy kit. All you need to do is give
them the opportunity and the reason
to buy from you.”

Kookaburra has seen significant
year-on-year growth, underlining its
reputation as an innovator and ‘must-
have’ brand. The shelf appeal of
Kookaburra products is strong, with
striking graphics used in tandem with
innovation, quality and performance.
New products for 2010 include the
CCX bat, which features a unique
ODP (Optimal Drive Position), the
new Apex cricket helmet and The
Apex Collection, which features
performance playing shirts, knitwear,
baselayers and footwear. 
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Lethal but legal
The Mongoose Mmi3 is the brainchild of
inventor Marcus Codrington Fernandez, who
dreamed up this radical new bat while taking
time out from his day job as creative director at
the advertising agency Ogilvy & Mather to
recover from a stroke.

Designed expressly for Twenty20 cricket, it’s
made from wood and has been declared legal
by the MCC, a rarity in a sport that has seen a
plethora of ludicrous inventions turned down as
unfit for proper play.

Different in shape to a traditional bat, the
top 33 per cent of the Mongoose Mmi3 blade has
been removed, with the lost weight relocated to
the back of the bat. The handle of the bat is

elongated - which is how the bat’s performance
is transformed. “It works like a golf club, with the
long handle adding extra leverage and whip to
the bat,” says Codrington Fernandez.

Designed to strike the ball harder than any
other bat, it offers 15 cent more speed than any
other bat, which translates to 20 per cent more
power. Launched only three months ago, sales
are reportedly ahead of forecasts. “We’ve
created a T20 brand that has got attitude and
reflects the approach of a game and its players
that is taking the world by storm,” says
Codrington Fernandez. “Junior players love it
because it turns cricket into entertainment. It’s
fun, it’s ferocious and it’s spectacular.”

si
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IN SEASON CRICKET

Crazy Catch - the ultimate rebound net
Crazy Catch is a unique double-sided rebound net that offers a whole lot
more than training in catching and throwing.

The patented ‘insane’ side of the Crazy Catch ensures that the ball
rebounds back unpredictably - leading to improved hand/eye
coordination, reaction time, skill development, mental stimulation and
focus. The ‘sane’ side, offering a more predictable ball return, is excellent
for the basic motor skills required in catching and throwing, repetitive
motion and improved coordination.

This high quality piece of training equipment is now used by top
international teams in sports such as cricket, hockey, rugby, football and
tennis and is now available in three different sizes.
Crazy Catch is endorsed by Dr Sherylle Calder, an international
vision specialist.
Crazy Catch is imported and distributed in the UK by Flicx UK Ltd.
For more details visit www.flicx.co.uk and www.crazycatch.com.
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Kookaburra 2010 collection
The endorsement of the world’s top players is testimony to the performance,
innovation and durability that Kookaburra products offer. The 2010 collection
offers players new exciting graphics and state-of-the-art design, which can
elevate their game to the next level.

Cricket bats 
Kahuna (endorsed by Ricky Ponting), Blade (Phillip Hughes) and Ice (Mike Hussey)
will be joined by the new CCX (Owais Shah). A new style featuring a unique Optimal

Drive Position gives players a
powerful shape, which is

made for hitting sixes
(even on the biggest
boundaries)  

Footwear 
Kookaburra led the market

in quality affordable footwear
in 2009. The 2010 collection offers a

significant development with two more
quality sports specific products:

‘Apex’ offers players ‘Dual Option’ flexibility in sole options with high
quality ‘running shoe/cross trainer’ style and features at £50. 

‘Vertex’ is available in either a full spike (which can be transformed into a
half spike) at £40 or full rubber styles at £30. www.kookaburra.biz.

Cricket
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Slazenger V Series
The Slazenger V bats have been at the heart of a golden era of cricket for the past 40
years. A generation of cricketing superstars, including Viv Richards, Geoffrey Boycott
and Don Bradman, have thrilled crowds and graced the game using these iconic bats.

2010 sees the launch of the new Slazenger V Series. The V1, V2 and V3 bats offer
the ultimate batting profile for every player type, from the elegant stroke maker to
the hard-hitting run scorer.

The next chapter of the ‘V’ will now unfold on the international stage, led
by the current generation of Slazenger’s cricketing stars Paul Collingwood,
Matt Prior and Jacques Kallis.
For more information call Reydon Sports on 0115 9002340.

www.sportindustry.biz
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IN SEASON RUGBY

Born and brought up in
Manchester, Chris Stephenson has
never played a game of rugby. “The
school I went to wasn’t posh
enough!” he says. “As a boy, I was
on the books at Bolton Wanderers.” 

So it might at first seem odd that
he’s CEO at Canterbury, the world’s
foremost rugby apparel brand, which,
established in 1904 in New Zealand,
was the first company to produce and
supply rugby jerseys to the New
Zealand All Blacks in 1924.
Stephenson sees it differently.

Star gazing
“Not having a previous association
with rugby was a good thing,” he
says. “Before I arrived, the business
had been run as a hobby rather than a
clinical business. I think there was a
little bit of star gazing by the previous
management team, which led to
uncommercial decisions being made.”

Not particularly handy in a ruck or
a scrum, Stephenson is however very
good at sorting things out - particularly
if they are financial and operational.
As an accountant, his career to date
has been to untangle problems
companies have got themselves into,
including the likes of 20:20 Mobile
and Total Home Entertainment, before
being brought into work for
Canterbury at its Stockport-based head
office last September.

“The company was in a mess,”
he says. “That’s what appealed to
me. As a brand, Canterbury had
grown massively in the northern
hemisphere, but at the expense of
controlling the brand centrally.
Europe faced difficulties, but it
wasn’t alone in its issues.” 

A major problem was that
Canterbury had diversified from its
rugby roots into other sports,
including football and cricket.
“Ambition is laudable,” says Chris.
“But the company hadn’t built up the
infrastructure to deal with the
ambition. Its employees had no
focus, no one was accountable, but
everyone had a view. My philosophy
is don’t tell me what you’re going to
do, tell me what you’ve done.”

As a result, the company was
unable to deliver orders. “At that
time, Canterbury Europe was trying
to deliver from seven warehouses. It
was impossible to even tell how
much stock we had,” says
Stephenson. “The first thing I did was
streamline operations into one

BACK FROM THE BRINK
In August, JD Sports Fashion rescued

beleaguered rugby shirt brand Canterbury
Europe from administration. In an

exclusive interview with Canterbury CEO
Chris Stephenson, Louise Ramsay finds
out what the company’s future holds

Chris Stephenson: “The previous
owners should be ashamed that they
let the business run up so much debt”
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warehouse. This allowed us to deliver
the right product to the right
customer, but this highlighted a larger
issue. The business had three times
more stock than it could have ever
sold - and the majority of it was old. 

“That, coupled with not being able
to previously deliver, meant that none
of the stock was being sold above cost.
It doesn’t take an accountant to tell
you that if you sell something for less
than you pay for it you’re not going to
be around for long.”

Stephenson also put financial
matters in order with Bahrain-based
Kuwait Finance House, which owned
60 per cent of Canterbury. “They’d
bought into Canterbury as a trophy
business,” says Stephenson. “They
kept throwing money at it without
realising that the company had
problems or understanding the
business. When I came in, I told
them what was happening, and they
seemed unaware.

“I believe in being honest. Most
businesses fail from not
acknowledging they have issues and
not taking action to correct those
issues. Due to the amount of historic
debt, the owners felt that they had
put in enough money.”

Administration
Things were made worse by the
weakening pound, increasing the cost
of imports from the Far East, and in
July Canterbury Europe went into
administration. The effects of this
weren’t pleasant, with 72 of the
company’s 86 staff losing their jobs.

“It wasn’t a great day for
Canterbury,” says Stephenson.
“Administration has become an
everyday norm and I’ve had a lot of
experience dealing with it, but the
human element of making people
redundant is never easy. A lot of
people lost money. The previous
owners should be ashamed that they
let the business run up so much debt.”

All sponsorship deals were
cancelled. This was particularly
galling for Scottish Rugby, which
only a year before had agreed a
sponsorship deal worth up to
£4million that was to last until 2011.
Other elite rugby teams affected
included Heineken Cup champions
Leinster, London Wasps and Cardiff
Blues, as well as a raft of domestic
clubs and non-rugby outfits,
including Portsmouth Football Club
and Yorkshire and Hampshire
Cricket Clubs.

As the sponsored teams and clubs
waited on tenterhooks, Canterbury
Europe continued to trade under
administration with a skeleton staff
while a buyer was sought.

JD Sports Fashion plc came to the
rescue three weeks later in a highly
complex deal brokered by corporate
finance expert KPMG. It snapped up
the worldwide Canterbury brand,
goodwill and certain fixed assets from
Kuwait Finance House for
£6.5million cash. At the same time,
KPMG sold the trade and assets of
Canterbury Europe, also to JD Sports,
for an undisclosed sum. 

According to JD Sports, its aim in
buying Canterbury is to consolidate its
foothold in rugbywear to diversify its
sports and leisurewear market. 

Fears that Canterbury will
become a high street brand are
unfounded. Having picked the
company up relatively cheaply, JD
Sports doesn’t want to replicate the
mistakes it believes got Canterbury
Europe into difficulty. JD is not
intending to over-invest in the
marketing of the company and wants
to keep the brand’s focus on rugby.

“The outcome of the JD Sports
deal has been good,” says Stephenson.
“It means we’ve been able to re-
employ 50 of the workforce, who are
now working as an effectively
structured and focused team. We’ve
also reinstated some of our
sponsorship deals, including a year’s
contract with Scottish Rugby, with an
option to extend the kit supply contract
on a longer-term basis after that. All
deals commercially stack up now.”

The sponsorship deals with
football and other sports won’t,
however, be reinstated in the drive to
refocus Canterbury as a rugby brand.
“I wouldn’t say going into
administration is a good thing, because
so many people lost so much money,
but there is an advantage in that it’s
given us an opportunity to start again
with a clean slate,” says Stephenson.

“Canterbury is good at rugby. It’s
the best in the world. I’m sure all the
leading brands would say that, but I
have to go on what the players tell
me. Whether it’s John Smit, captain of
the world champions the Springboks,
or a local team, they all want to wear
our kit. We pride ourselves on the
quality of our product.”

The acquisition is JD Sports’
second foray into rugby, following
the purchase of KooGa earlier in
July. “It’ll be interesting to see how

that works out,” says Stephenson.
“Obviously, they have bought two
great rugby brands, but JD are
leaving us to our own devices at the
moment. We both need to build each
individual brand back up. I’m just
focusing on the present and the
future will look after itself.”

Canterbury doesn’t have any new
products to launch. In fact, it’s cut
down on products. “We had too
many,” says Stephenson. “There’s no
point having rugby shirts in 14
different colours if no one wants to
buy them. Now we might have three
colours of one item instead - the
colours that are most in demand.”

And what does he see as the
future for rugby? “Bloodgate hasn’t
done it a lot of favours,” says
Stephenson, referring to the more-
than-dubious habit some professional
rugby players have fallen into of
faking injury to engineer more
suitable players to replace them on
the pitch. “But rugby is a strong
middle-class sport that at its heart has
a reputation which is admirable.
People see it as an honourable game.”

The Rugby League World Cup,
to be held in the UK in 2013, and the
Rugby World Cup in England in
2015 will give the sport a boost in
Europe, which is positive not just for
rugby, but for Canterbury as well. 

Things will, however, hot up for
Canterbury long before that, with
plans to expand the company into
new territories, which have already
led to a brand new license
arrangement in Latin America. “It’s
already been the busiest year of my
life,” says Stephenson. “But it’s just
going to get busier.” 

Fortunately, Stephenson still
manages some time for family life -
he has three sons and a baby on the
way. “I’m starting my own personal
rugby team,” he says. Canterbury
should be proud. 
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Alistair Bennett (United Kingdom)  
0754 0777 753

Matthew Tetlow (International) 
+33 (0)546 563 616

contact-export@forcexv.com 
www.forcexv.com 

Rugby Specialists Since 1985
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Swimming
Bodylift Power Print - 
new and exclusive
An innovative printing technique that allows
progressive compression by blocking fabric elasticity.
� Integrated control panels.
� Adjustable straps.
� Internal bra.
� Internal mesh for stomach flattening.

Bodylift shapes and supports a woman’s generous
curves to help her look and feel more stylish, more
comfortable and more at ease. Integrated control
panels, adjustable straps, stomach-flattening mesh
and an internal bra are brought together in a durable
silky-soft fabric.

Embrace Power
A smooth fabric, extremely soft and comfortable,
specially developed to deliver effective body shaping
and unmatchable support. Thanks to its special
finishing, Embrace Power provides lasting resistance
to chlorinated water and sunlight.

New Bodylift styles are available for
spring/summer 2010 collection.
For more information contact Richard Townsend on
07917631400 or richard.townsend@solosport.co.uk.

IN SEASON SWIMMING

Jakabel floatsuits, sunsuits, wetsuits and pool toys
All for immediate delivery - great colours, great prices and no minimums.

The Swimsafe Floatsuit is the only floatsuit in the world with a unique foam ring around the
neck that prevents children tipping over while swimming. Flexible floats at the front and back
(which are removable) enable children to swim and play comfortably both in and out of the
water. Children are in the most danger when they get out of the water and take off whatever
aid they are wearing, and then accidentally fall back into the water. The reinforced back zipper
means children cannot take the floatsuit off without help and are happy to play in it all day.

The uv50+ clothing is made from the highest quality nylon/lycra, which is colourfast
to chlorinated water and blocks out 97.5 per cent of the sun’s rays.

The pool toy range consists of unique-styled dive games,
ride-ons and even underwater skateboards - must-haves for

those family fun-filled holidays.
Visit www.jakabel.com or call Josu on 07957 541406
or 020 8715 2385 for more details.
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Fashy swimwear 
and accessories
The introduction of free
swimming is encouraging all
age groups to take the plunge.
Fashy supplies swimwear and
accessories, in small
quantities, all year round.
Products range from swim
turbans and cup-size
swimwear for the more
mature swimmer to
swim nappies for the
very young - including
UV protection suits.

The accessory
range is the largest
available. Swimming
aids include armbands
for adults, while
goggles include dioptre
lenses. Shoes range
from flip-flops to swim
shoes, to poolside
protection and safety.
There is also a range of
beach goods available.
Fashy UK Ltd: 
01202 515251. 
Email: sales@fashy.co.uk.
Web: www.fashy.com.
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uhlsport.com

WALES & SOUTH WEST MIKE MORGAN 07973 802986
LONDON & SOUTH EAST BOB LUDLAM 07973 394004
MIDLANDS & NORTH DAN HUME 07960 013475
SCOTLAND ERIC MUIR 07940 598779
NORTHERN IRELAND BRIAN HUTCHINSON     07595 543835

THE UHLSPORT TEAM
Uhlsport, Cypher House, Bampton Business Centre

(South), Weald, Bampton Oxon OX18 2HU
Tel: 08448 849861     
Fax: 01993 851603      

Email: uksales@uhlsport.com

CLUB TEAMWEAR
Uhlsport has over fifity years heritage in goalkeeping and teamwear having historically
been the official teamwear supplier of such teams as CSKA Sophia, AJ Auxerre,
Blackburn Rovers and Inter Milan. 

Drawing on this heritage the uhlsport Club range offers a complete selection of team
and training wear at that offers quality and technical products at competitve prices. 

CLUB TEAM KIT RRP £19.99 
FOR SHIRT AND SHORT

Available in short or long sleeve, eight colour options
and seven size options the light, structured fabric

provides no-nonsense results for every team. 

CLUB COACHJACKET RRP £34.99
Waterproof with elasticated hem, stormflap inside

the front zip, internal chest pockets with quick
fasten closure, front zip pockets with textile loops

and an integreated hood.Three colour options. 

CLUB ¼ ZIP TOP  
RRP £19.99 

Constructed from poly terry mesh
material, the sleeves have hidden

cuffs and the garement has a ribbed
lycra section for increased comfort.

Four colour options.

CLUB RAINJACKET 
RRP £19.99 

One of the best value rain jackets on
the market. T-mesh lining with taped

shoulder seams and eslasticated
sleeves and hem with cord stopper.

Six colour options. 

CLUB WINDBREAKER RRP £17.99 
Wind and rain proof the windbreaker uses a
functional windproof Pes material to keep
players performing at their optimum level. 

Four colour options

CLUB WOVEN TRACKSUIT 
RRP £39.99

Elasticated sleeve opening and trouser
hems with zipped pockets and classic
woven design. Seven colour options. 
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Celebrate a new dawn in football
technology this season with Molten’s
pioneering stitch-free ball
Molten, the world’s leading manufacturer of footballs, has launched its
pioneering football, the FIFA Approved VG-5000AW, specifically designed
for UK wet weather conditions.

Unlike all other makes of football, the VG-5000AW is manufactured
using a ground-breaking technique that eliminates old-fashioned
stitching and stitch holes. The result is a ball that does not absorb water
in wet weather, while the absence of hand-stitched seams prevents mud
from adhering to it, making for a perfectly balanced and round ball.

Already proving very popular with football clubs up and down the
UK, the new Molten VG-5000AW is manufactured in a high-gloss orange
polyurethane skin and is available in size 5.
To find out more call Molten Sports on 0800 298 8217, 
email info@moltensports.co.uk or visit www.moltensports.co.uk.

Football

Uhlsport Rollfinger gloves
Uhlsport offers a core range of rollfinger gloves across key price points and key palm technologies to cater

for the UK demand for this cut. It’s ideally suited to being the basis
for any retailer’s central stock lines. The range includes:

Cerberus Absolutgrip Rollfinger £39.99
Lightweight and flexible high-competition glove

featuring a palm completely encased in patented all-
conditions absolutgrip latex and a backhand that
uses EVA technology. Excellent performance glove
worn by many leading pros around the world.

Ceberus Supersoft Rollfinger £34.99
Supersoft palm and latex backhand complemented

by a wrist bandage with comfortable rapid fastener
and a latex wraparound flap for a competition glove with

a perfect fit and maximum flexibility.

Ergonomic Soft Rollfinger £19.99
Soft latex with an EVA backhand, full

bandage and long/wide EVA 3D
flap. Excellent value for money
glove, which is a staple of

many retailer range plans.
For additional
information contact
Uhlsport on 08448 849861

or email
uksales@uhlsport.com.
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Rucanor football
Rucanor has had another successful start to the football season and back-to-school period with the velcro-fastening
Macario football boots and UK football socks.

The boots are available in sizes 28-36 with moulded studs, retailing at an SRP of £16.99 with a minimum double-up
on trade price, while the socks have an SRP of £2.99 for all sizes. Also available are the Euro-style football socks with
elasticated ankle and padded footbeds at an SRP of £4.99.

With a comprehensive selection of footballs (which include top quality match and training balls with IMS approval,
as well as specialist balls for astroturf, indoor and ball-skills development), together with shinguards, goalkeeper
gloves, pumps (eight models to choose from), captain’s armbands, whistles, linesmen’s flags and sticks, coaching
boards, plus cones, bibs and ladders for training - all available from stock - Rucanor’s number should be at the top of
your list for weekly top-ups throughout the new season.
For further information on these or any other products from the Rucanor range contact your local Sales
Agent, log in to your online account at retail.rucanor.com, or call the Sales Hotline Number: 0845 2300147.

Mitre
Established in England in 1817, Mitre has been around since
the dawn of professional sport and is still present whenever
football, rugby, netball or cricket is being played.

Mitre strives to be the people’s sports brand, built on twin
foundations of heritage and technical expertise. The
company’s world-class products combine the highest technical
performance with a sense of history to bring the Mitre brand
alive for the current generation and those to follow.
Mitre Sports International: 0208 346 2600. 
Email: enquiries@mitre.com.
Web: www.mitre.com.
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UK Table Sports
The Garlando brand of football tables is well established in the UK and
is a recognised market leader. This is not a ‘cheap and cheerful’ range,
but a quality collection that is manufactured in Italy. Garlando is one of
only five brands worldwide to be an International Table Soccer
Federation (ITSF) partner.

The Garlando range is very comprehensive, with models to suit all

tastes and budgets. The majority have telescopic safety rods
and steel roller bearings, which greatly improve the speed of
the game while reducing stress on player’s wrists. The newest
models - the Evolution range - have a classy black and silver
cabinet, giving a hi-tech, stylish finish.
For more information visit www.uktablesports.co.uk,
email sales@uktablesports.co.uk or call 0845 2600 780.

Indoor sports
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FLARE DXM™
FOR ALL ROUND CONTROLLED POWER

WWW.GM-CRICKET.COM

APEX DXM™
FOR CONTROLLED STROKE PLAY

+ Shaped edges substantial 
at the drive zone

+ Lightweight design

+ Precision machined toe 
to enhance pick up

+ Flowing 
contoured edges

+ Perimeter 
weighting

+ Light pick up

Made in

Nottingham

England

NEW FROM GM FOR 2010
Made in

Nottingham

England
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BRITISH SPORTS

This year has been a relatively successful one
for British sports. The England football team
has employed a more measured approach
under Fabio Capello, while England’s rugby
union side floundered for a while, but under
Martin Johnson’s leadership has started to
put in some good displays.  

Our athletics team has continued to show
improvement, mainly on the track, and there
are now consistent gold medals at every meet.
The Tour de France saw Bradley Wiggins finish
a highly commendable fourth and Mark
Cavendish only just lost out on the green jersey.
We’ve enjoyed some success in tennis, with
Laura Robson looking to move into the senior
ranks full-time and, of course, Andy Murray
overtaking Rafael Nadal as the world number
two men’s player for a while. 

Sporting success has had minimal impact on sales, says The NPD Group
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British swimmers won seven gold
medals at the Rome Championships,
Jenson Button is leading the Formula
One World Championship and
England has reclaimed the Ashes,
providing a marvellous end to a
glorious summer of sport.

Apparel
Has this success led to more spending
by consumers on sporting goods,
though? So far it seems to have had
little impact. Consumer spending on
apparel for the 12 months to June
2009 compared to the same period to
June 2008 has fallen six per cent. With
NPD’s Online Consumer Panel, we
can track the usage for types of

apparel and the stable categories are
running, gym and aquatic fitness wear.
Certainly, with the seasonality of
football the expectation would be of
relatively flat figures for this sector,
but here we see a decline. The outdoor
sports expected to perform well over
the summer would be tennis and golf,
but again sales of apparel are down. 

This could be a result of
consumers using apparel for sports
other than what it was intended for
and choosing not to buy an
unessential item if it means that they
can use the clothing they already
have. Average price is down by two
per cent for apparel at around £13,
and the amount of items purchased at
reduced prices is increasing. Sales of
full-priced items fell by 14 per cent
for the 12 months to June 2009
compared to the same period to June
2008, while sales of reduced items
increased by four per cent.
Interestingly, the prices of reduced
items are climbing, indicating that, far
from buying the first discounted item
they see, consumers are thinking
about how far they can stretch their
cash to buy the best item possible.

Footwear
The decline in full-price footwear sales
is similar to apparel, as is the increase
in reduced priced items. The patterns
for pricing also follow similar paths,
with consumers purchasing more
expensive items if they feel they are
getting value for money.

Looking at footwear sports
categories, it is hard to see any
particular sports improving. Football,
running and gym training are all
down, and not just in terms of value.
The volume of sports shoes purchased
is also in decline, and as average
prices tumble it’s affected high street
sports stores. 

When we take age groups into
account, we can see it’s the 25-34-
year-olds who are continuing to
purchase footwear at a greater level.
Purchases made by this age group
have increased in the 12 months to
June 2009 compared to the same
period to June 2008 by three per
cent, mainly driven by lower prices,
but sales are also up within
premium retailers. Purchases made
by the older age groups of 45 and
over are in decline, with like-for-
like sales down.

There will be room for growth
once the market recovers and there is
hope, with the continued success
enjoyed by many British sports, that
the younger age groups will spend
more on sports goods in the future. For
now it seems that the high achieving
summer has not been matched by sales
in the British sporting goods market.
However, green shoots are emerging.

The NPD Group monitors the sales of
sports footwear and sports apparel in
many countries around the world. For
more information contact The NPD
Group sports team on 01932 355580.

si
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LEFT: Sales of tennis
apparel were down during
the summer months
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Accept no compromises. 

ODLO “evolution” warm guarantees perfect thermal insulation for demanding sportsmen and -women and 
its highly functional microfibres ensure optimum moisture wicking for any activity. In addition, a seamless 
design coupled with a highly elastic, super-light material permit unrestricted freedom of movement and 
maximum wearer comfort. Thanks to the integrated zones for thermal insulation and ventilation, the 
optimum body temperature is maintained, no matter what the sport or the weather.
ODLO “evolution” warm: the dynamic sport style which is as uncompromising as you are. www.odlo.com

Functional sportswear for the perfect body climate.

ODLO International AG 

UK Sales Department | Ian Latham 
email: ian.latham@odlo.com | tel: 0790 872 2128 

990.od-uk_EvoWarmMen_L3_SGB_210x297mm.indd   1 6.2.2009   11:39:13 Uhr



E-TAILING

Every online store owner knows that
the most important aspect of his or
her ecommerce proposition is the
content on each product page. The
images and descriptions that you
maintain are important to attract,
hold and engage your customers.

Over recent years new technologies
have been developed that all store
owners can use to enhance their product
pages. From innovations with video and
how static images can be displayed, you
can now easily overhaul your product
pages with the addition of new
technology that is very easy to use.

Low-cost
Simple additions to your products’ static
images can breath new life into your
website’s pages without any extra
significant expense. One popular way of
displaying images is to use the
‘lightbox’ technique. You will have seen
this in action on countless websites,
where you click on an image and a
larger version opens in a new window
in your browser. 

One of the most popular
implementations of this technology is
Lightbox 2. The script that this image
utility is based on is easy to set up, but
highly effective when seen in action. If
you have multiple images of your
products, a lightbox overlay is an easy
and cheap innovation.

Video has become commonplace on
the web in recent years. Online retailers
have dipped a tentative toe into the
world of video, but with the arrival of
many new video hosting services using
full-motion video in your store is now
fast and easy to implement. You could
host your product videos on your own

servers, but it’s much more economical
to use one of the video sharing web
services such as blip.tv, Revver,
Babelgum or Vimeo.

You can also add Flash video using
utilities such as Moyea Web Player and
Wimpy Wasp. If you want to include
YouTube videos on your product pages,
you can remove the heading and star
ratings that appear on them by adding
the line ‘showinfo=0’ to the code of
your video. Look for the line in the code
(=en&fs=1&) and add the showinfo=0
code to the lines where this appears.

Three dimensional
Every product page should have high
quality images as standard. With the
recent 3D craze, you can now offer
another dimension to product
presentation. It’s now relatively easy to
turn your 2D product images into 360-
degree images that can be rotated by
your customer. Some of the leading
vendors to test include 3DREV,
View360, 360 Spins and Web Rotate
360. If you want to try your hand at
creating 3D images, the Minoru 3D
webcam is a very cheap way to create
true 3D images of your products.

The humble slideshow should not
be forgotten in the rush to produce
stunning 3D rotating images, as it’s still
an effective means of communicating
information about your products.
Leading developers of this technology
include Slideshow Designer from Web
Smartz, Cool Focus, Slideroll and Slide.

Your product images can also be
enhanced with zoom features that allow
customers to view in detail every aspect
of the item they are thinking of buying.
Systems you could employ include

When was the last time you
overhauled the product listings on
your website? Dave Howell explores
some of the latest technologies you
can use to enhance your images

Digital Brochure Design’s image zoom
tool, Photo Zoom and Magic Zoom.

Of course, the images that you
have on your website must be created
in the first place. More image
manipulation programs have moved to
the web, making them easily
accessible to anyone. The market
leader is Photoshop, which now has a
cut-down version available online.
You could also test Picasa from
Google, FotoFlexer and Pixlr.

As your online store grows, the
number of images you may have to
manage could become unwieldy.
Storing these images on your PC or
web server can quickly become
inefficient. In these cases, some form
of image database is ideal as these
applications can save you valuable
time when updating your store’s
product pages. Systems to consider
include Picturepark, Pierhouse Digital
Asset Library and Media Lightbox.

It’s said that a picture is worth a
thousand words. Online retailers have
quickly learnt that high quality product
pages that include world-class images
are an essential component of their
proposition. New image technologies
can help you create eye-catching
product pages and present your
merchandise in unique formats that
differentiate your store on the web. 

Test these new technologies
carefully. Choose the ones that
complement your store and products
and roll your new-look product pages
out in stages. Test the effectiveness of
these pages in detail using your web
analytics service, as this will instantly
show you if they are seeing any uplift
in traffic and sales. si
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To advertise here call 01206 505 947 or Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk
Visit us online at www.sports-insight.co.uk

To place an order or request a catalogue: 
Call 01392 354790  Fax 01392 354793

Email sales@bbsports.co.uk
Warehouse: BB SPORTS DISTRIBUTORS, 

29A Apple Lane, Trade City, Exeter, EX2 7HA 

• Huge range of Licensed Premiership Football 
souvenirs available from stock.

• Best Wholesale Prices – Immediate Delivery    
• Latest Products and Designs

Trade Accounts Available Now Online - www.bbsports.co.uk

UK Table
Tennis Ltd
The Table Tennis
Specialists

Phone: 0845 2600 780 Fax: 0845 2600 790
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
Global Football Company offers by far the most comprehensive range of licensed football products available,

which this year includes a number of lines that are totally exclusive to us. From branded footballs &
playing accessories such as sweatbands, water bottles and captain’s armbands to fan products like

hats, scarves, flags, gloves, mugs, keyrings, badges, and executive gifts
such as leather wallets, pewter tankards, hip flasks and zippo lighters.

See the web site at www.globalfootballcompany.com
and contact us for full details: T: 0161 282 0770

F: 0161 282 0733  E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

Archery suppliers since 1963

Bows, arrows, crossbows, 

targets, accessories.

Tel:   01296 632573

Email: admin@petron.info

Web: www.petron.info

VIGA
Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

• WATERPROOF JACKETS • 
• GILET TOP •

• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS • 
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS • 

• VESTS • 
• SHORTS •

DISTRIBUTORS OF OFFICIAL FOOTBALL
MERCHANDISE

Trade Accounts now available online
www.footballsouvenirs.net

30 Racecourse Road, Gallowfields Trading Estate, Richmond, North Yorks DL10 4TG

Telephone 05600 767108 Tel/Fax 01748 826024

FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS LIMITED

Rugby

Wholesaler

Wholesaler

Table Tennis

Boxing / Martial Arts

Fitness Equipment

Merchandising

Football Collectables

EPOS

Archery

Fitness

The Wholesaler UK the leading online trade 
directory of wholesalers and suppliers to retailers.

www.thewholesaler.co.uk
Tel:  0121 711 3612

email: sales@cimac.net    www.cimac.net
Official distributor for adidas boxing equipment

Boxing

For more information go to   

www.gforcesportswear.co.uk
or give the GFORCE sales team a call on 

01507 523243

Gymphlex Ltd, Boston Road, Horncastle, 

Lincolnshire  LN9 6HU Fax: 01507 524421 

Email: gforce@gymphlex.co.uk

CREATE A WINNING TEAM WITH 

THE ULTIMATE IN TECHNICAL 

BESPOKE SPORTSWEAR

Performance Clothing

Athletic/School Clothing

Team up with FORCE XV today and become part
of our UK network of retailers and teamwear

specialists!

Alistair Bennett (United Kingdom)  
0754 0777 753

Matthew Tetlow (International) 
+33 (0)546 563 616

contact-export@forcexv.com 
www.forcexv.com

Sublimated Jerseys, Protection, Teamwear & Training Equipment
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The Brooks Adrenaline GTS sells over one million pairs a year to runners demanding support. 
It is the ultimate Go To Shoe for the running trade, backed with all the knowledge of a specialist running company. 

Retailers receive excellent technical support, national advertising campaigns and top quality product.

Customer services (+44)01903 817009.   www.brooksrunning.co.uk

For the full range of our technical 
running shoes and apparel visit: 

www.brooksrunning.co.uk
Not just the box. But the shoe too! The Brooks Adrenaline GTS™ 9
features the first ever biodegradable midsole, saving our planet one

pair of shoes at a time.

YOUR SHOEBOX MANSION MAKES A LOVELY HOME

NOT ALL SUPERHEROES
HAVE CAPES

BROOKS
ADRENALINE GTS®9
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TAIL-ENDER

I’ve always thought I should put
‘survivor’ on those forms that ask
what you do for a living. In 30 years
of independent sports retailing, I’ve
weathered fire, flood, burglary, the
shop being struck by lightning and
visits from Jehovah’s Witnesses.

My accountant likens me to a

limpet on some barren rock while the

tempest rages around me. Okay, at the

end of the day I might not have

achieved much, but at least I’m still

hanging in there.

I nearly wasn’t this week,

although I have to admit things did get

a bit better. I underpaid the business

rates, forgot to pay the milkman and

put cardboard in the recycling bin

meant for newspapers. Apparently,

you can go to prison for that.

The cause of these problems was a

middle-aged man called Stanley,

perspiring, overweight, covered in

tattoos and apparently intent on driving

me into an early grave. He is also my

assistant Norman’s brother-in-law.

Norman took a week’s holiday,

apparently owed to him since 1974,

and went to the Isle of Man for a

Morris dancing festival, taking his

black Tuf shoes, his pewter tankard

and his white hankies with him.

All that was worth knowing
He had arranged for Stanley to

deputise for him while he was away,

claiming that Stanley knew all that

was worth knowing about the retail

trade. It transpired that Stanley had

once helped out for a day on a whelk

stall in Margate and had been sent

home at lunchtime with sunstroke.

He had been working as a

minicab driver, but had just been

banned for driving backwards up a

one-way street and now had time on

his hands. But that didn’t prevent

Stanley being an hour late on his first

morning and disappearing shortly

afterwards to the bookies to put on a

three-horse accumulator for the 2.30

at Hurst Park. He came back with a

Twix and two Mars Bars, but didn’t

offer to share them. Norman, with all

his numerous faults, would never

have done that.

This was not a good start, but it

quickly got worse. Stanley obviously

didn’t believe in customer care and told

a man wanting to buy some running

shoes that he was too fat for strenuous

exercise and should take up Subbuteo.

When I unwisely mentioned that

perhaps Stanley needed to lose a little

weight, too, he turned on me like a

needle-toothed eel. “I’m not fat for my

size, thank you very much,” he said.

“I’m quite happy with my diet. Okay, I

like carbohydrates, but they’re natural

foods, aren’t they? I can’t see that

eating carrots improves your temper, if

I might say so.

“Went down the chippie

lunchtime. Wouldn’t suit you, of

course. Big piece of cod, double

chips, gherkins and three slices.

That’s proper healthy food. You can

stuff your nutmeat cutlets and goat’s

cheese.” When I protested that I had

never actually eaten such foods,

Stanley said he didn’t believe me. 

Quickly tiring of trying to sell

things, Stanley moved to the

stockroom, where he could be found

illegally smoking, drinking tea and

pondering on the runners and riders

for the next day’s racing at Newbury.

When I asked if we could open a

window, Stanley immediately gave

me the benefit of his medical

experience. “Most normal people

smoke,” he said. “It would be a good

thing if a neurotic like you had a

smoke. It would calm your nerves

and do you the world of good. That’s

a medical fact.”

Eating all my Hobnobs
I never thought I’d be counting the

hours until Norman came back, but I

was doing it by Wednesday after

Stanley had spent the afternoon

sitting at my desk in his vest, phoning

his bookie and eating all my

Hobnobs. It was raining stair-rods

that evening when we closed the shop

and I was just about to make a dash

to the bus stop when Stanley asked if

he could give me a lift.

When I said I thought he was

banned, he replied: “Yes I am. That’s

why I’ve got this.” At that moment a

massive BMW, driven by a guy in a

peaked cap, came round the corner

and we got in.

“I’m doing very well on the

horses,” Stanley said by way of

explanation. “I’ve just bought me

mum a house in Catford and we’ve got

this flat in Torremolinos. Can I give

you a tip for tomorrow’s St Leger?”   

It was only quite a modest bet,

but at 20-1 I should be able to 

have the shop rewired, a new stair

carpet at home and afford some 

pretty impressive cosmetic dentistry

for the wife.

It’s funny how first impressions

about someone can be so wrong.

We’re having a day at the races

tomorrow and I’ve sent Norman a

text saying that if he wants to 

extend his holiday for another 

week, Stan and I will probably be

able to muddle through.

A sideways look at the world of independent retailing

si

Under thecounter

“Stanley
didn’t

believe in
customer
care and

told a man
wanting to
buy some
running

shoes that
he was too

fat for
strenuous
exercise

and should
take up

Subbuteo”
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Innovative and comprehensive range of specialist mini
tennis, badminton, multisport, early years and inclusive
equipment.

The original portable net systems, made in the UK since
1992 . So robust that most are still in active service - with
a repair service to keep them that way. 

And new products. We're constantly designing, 
re-designing, developing and testing. Check out this
season's Sma-a-artlines, our new patented flexible court
marking system. Or Fishing Nets. Or Happy Faces.

To find out more, call or email us. We'd love to hear from
you. Or find us at www.zsig.com.

Zsig is a supplier to the LTA, the Tennis Foundation, the ITF and tenniscoachUK.

creative coaching equipment
t. 0161 484 5000   e. info@zsig.com   www.zsig.com
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Primal Lifestyle Ltd are the sole distributors of Vibram’s Fivefingers to the UK & Ireland.
www.primallifestyle.com - +44 1372 200640 - info@primallifestyle.com

Fivefingers are the new functional footwear that is taking the market by storm.  When it comes to gait
function in human beings, the experiment's been done and the result is "the foot".  

To add anything to the perfect design nature has sculpted only makes sense if you want to protect the foot
from unnatural dangers (read: nails, needles, rusty metal, broken glass).  Our ancestors evolved in some of
the rockiest and sun-baked terrain, so the idea of needing shock absorption for running is heavily flawed...
and what's more... according to some, the shoe industry has known that fact for a long time.
(McDougall 2009). Reference: McDougall C, (2009) Born to run.  Profile Books Ltd. pp176

To find out more about the controversies of the running shoe market and to learn about barefoot

technology that truly delivers, please go to: www.primalLifestyle.com

10 of the 
Benefits of
“Barefoot” - Fivefingers-style
Fivefingers Footwear - Rubberised Protection - Maximum Sensation

Five fingers for fun Fivefingers for fashion Fivefingers for function
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